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* Now talking in #Science_Lab
<CTO_LtCmdr_Archen> ::finds a nice comfy seat and settles in::
<SO_Lt_Solon> ::taps on wall::
<CEO_LtJG_Rome> ::takes a seat and nods to the others::
<CO_Capt_Regnum> �::takes a seat next to Commander Archen and pulls out his PADD to take notes::
<CSO_Lt_Lawson> ::takes a seat on some row::
<CTO_LtCmdr_Archen> ::his mouth gapes as he realizes he cant find his PADD as he must have left it in the 
  Cafeteria he attempts to look comfortable as if everything where fine::
<SO_Lt_Solon> NOW, As you are all seated
<CTO_LtCmdr_Archen> ::turns his attention to the now active wall screen::
<CSO_Lt_Lawson> ::diverts all attention to Lt Solon, his SO at the Victoria::
<SO_Lt_Solon> The Basics for all officers that only got mere knowledge of this area
<SO_Lt_Solon> All: The Basics
<SO_Lt_Solon> All: As I don't recognise any of you fine officers, except Lt Lawson
<CSO_Lt_Lawson> ::smiles and nods to Lt Solon::
<SO_Lt_Solon> All: We Will Lokk At the Types Of Stars Available in the Alpha Quadrant
<CO_Capt_Regnum> �::discretely hands Commander Archen a spare PADD::
<SO_Lt_Solon> ::Draws Up An Active Video Of A Blue Star::
<SO_Lt_Solon> ::Looks at CSO Lawson
<SO_Lt_Solon> CSO: Do you know what this star is?
<CTO_LtCmdr_Archen> ::puples dialate on the radiant blue ball of gas::
<SO_Lt_Solon> ::Anyone Know What Star This Is?
<CSO_Lt_Lawson> ::frowns:: SO: It seems to be a blue star, mister Solon. ::smiles::
<SO_Lt_Solon> ::disappointed:: CSO: nope, it's a rare neutron star 
<CTO_LtCmdr_Archen> SO: Aww yes I remember the Class B Star ....
<SO_Lt_Solon> ::Writes 15 Lines About Neutron Star::
<CTO_LtCmdr_Archen> SO: 28,000 - 10,000 Kelvin is the Temperature Range right?
<CTO_LtCmdr_Archen> Self: I Like Blue Stars such a wonderful color blue is ...
<CSO_Lt_Lawson> ::makes notes on his PADD::
<SO_Lt_Solon> CTO: 15,000 Kelvin is about right
<CEO_LtJG_Rome> ::listens as the temperature range starts coming back to him and recites the list in his 
  head::
<SO_Lt_Solon> All: Ok, have everyone taken the notes
<CEO_LtJG_Rome> ::finishes noting down::
<CSO_Lt_Lawson> ::nods in silence::
<CTO_LtCmdr_Archen> ::whispers:: CO: Thanks for the PADD, sir. Maybe I'll need it before this is done.
<SO_Lt_Solon> ::Waits A Couple of Minutes::
<SO_Lt_Solon> All: Ok, I think you will be able to remember this sun
<SO_Lt_Solon> ::Draws Up A Yellow Star Only 8 mins (l.y) away::
<CSO_Lt_Lawson> ::smiles::
<CTO_LtCmdr_Archen> SO: Yep I think we can confirm we know what that is.
<SO_Lt_Solon> CTO: Yeap, I thought you say something like that
<SO_Lt_Solon> ::Write Down Notes For Sol::
<SO_Lt_Solon> All: Okay, I written a small note because we know so much about Sol
<SO_Lt_Solon> All: Soon, I move onto the Intermediate Stuff
<SO_Lt_Solon> All: Everybody Finished Copying Down Notes?
<CTO_LtCmdr_Archen> ::nods::
<SO_Lt_Solon> CTO: Thanks
<SO_Lt_Solon> ::Draws Out PADD, Covering Earth Type Planets with Fast Orbits and Fast Rotation Of The Sun::
<SO_Lt_Solon> ::And Hands PADD To Lt Archen::
<CTO_LtCmdr_Archen> ::gets up and hands out the PADDS then sits back down::
<SO_Lt_Solon> All: Okay Type M Planets With Irregular Orbits
<CTO_LtCmdr_Archen> ::skims over the hand out::
<SO_Lt_Solon> All: Planets that covers a lot of ground in technology in Years or Minutes our time or Its A 
  Officer that breaks the Prime Directive
<SO_Lt_Solon> All: It Due To this Phenomena
<CTO_LtCmdr_Archen> ::raises hand:: SO: What does a Planets Orbit and its time declination have to do with 
  an Officer and the Prime directive? I'm lost ..
<SO_Lt_Solon> CTO: Sorry, I said that wrongly
<CTO_LtCmdr_Archen> ::listens intently::
<SO_Lt_Solon> All: An Planet Orbit and it Time Warp is placed on this phenomena if it orbit doesn't meet 
  up with the technological speed then it must be from a third party
<SO_Lt_Solon> CTO: Does that explains it easier than before
<CTO_LtCmdr_Archen> SO: You are saying that if a Planet is off its Orbit then it was caused by outside 
  interferance not natual result?
<SO_Lt_Solon> yeha, if it orbit doesn't match it inhabitants technological timeline
<CTO_LtCmdr_Archen> SO: Okay, I'm on the same page
<SO_Lt_Solon> CTO:yeah, if it orbit doesn't match it technology points timeline
<CSO_Lt_Lawson> ::clears his throat:: CTO: I think what Lieutenant Solon means is that a planet has a 
  state of technology. In normal circumstances this will develop evolutionary, but if there is 
  interference from outside the planet the evolution of the technological timeline would be distorted. SO: 
  I said that right, mister Solon?
<CEO_LtJG_Rome> SO/All: If you would excuse me, and thank you for the seminer so far Lieutenant.
<CEO_LtJG_Rome> ::stands up::
<SO_Lt_Solon> CSO: yeah, but only if it speed in space like orbiting speed and it normal day
* CEO_LtJG_Rome has left #Science_Lab
<SO_Lt_Solon> All: You Can Leave Now My Next Seminar is on Stardate 10509.24 at 1200 Pacific/ 1500 Eastern 
  & 1900 BST
<CSO_Lt_Lawson> ::makes final notes::
<SO_Lt_Solon> All: Any Other Help?
<CO_Capt_Regnum> �SO: A fascinating seminar, I've got some interesting notes, though I was more 
  interested in the role of an astrometrics lab rather then notations about star systems and 
  planets.
<SO_Lt_Solon> CO: Sorry, I didn't know how much info you knew
<CO_Capt_Regnum> �SO: The Astrometrics lab on Arcadia is considerably outdated, I was hoping to 
  get some notes here on how I can have my engineers improve it.
<SO_Lt_Solon> All: Next Seminar, I will put a Holographic Simulation Of The One On An Intrepid Vessel
<CTO_LtCmdr_Archen> SO: Good run, very imformative, I too would like to hear practical use of Science 
  tools and equipment.
<CSO_Lt_Lawson> CO: Sir, if you don't mind I can provide you with some information about the Astrometrics 
  lab on the USS Victoria. That one has been upgraded just a few months ago.
<CO_Capt_Regnum> �CSO: That would be great Lieutenant.
<SO_Lt_Solon> CSO:The Holographic Sim will be based on the one we have on the Victoria
<CSO_Lt_Lawson> SO: You have used the latest information from the database I saw?
<CSO_Lt_Lawson> CO: I'll get you a copy of the information from the Victoria's database.
<SO_Lt_Solon> SO: ERm, I haven't so I run it from the one I had before I transferred to USS Perseus
<CSO_Lt_Lawson> SO: That shouldn't pose a problem for the seminar. I'll make sure this Captain gets the 
  most up to date information for his engineers. ::smiles::
<CO_Capt_Regnum> �SO: Well I'll be happy for both, I'll come back for the projection of the lab, 
  and CSO: Anything you can give me that will help me improve my astrometrics lab on Arcadia 
  as well would be very appreciated.
<SO_Lt_Solon> CO: I'm Glad that I could help
<CSO_Lt_Lawson> CO: I'll contact you after the Conference, Sir.
<SO_Lt_Solon> All: I Really Got To Go
<SO_Lt_Solon> ::Walks Calmly Out Of Labs::
<CO_Capt_Regnum> �::shakes the SO's hand:: SO/CSO: Thank you both.
<CSO_Lt_Lawson> ::before Solon leaves:: SO: Mister Solon, thank you for your seminar.
<CO_Capt_Regnum> �::exits the lab himself::
<CSO_Lt_Lawson> ::heads for the cafetaria
<CSO_Lt_Lawson> ::
* CO_Capt_Regnum has left #Science_Lab
* CSO_Lt_Lawson has left #Science_Lab
* CTO_LtCmdr_Archen has left #Science_Lab
[Cmdr_McLir:#Science_Lab AWAY] To see the seminar schedule go to http://subspace.acalltoduty.com/phpBB2/vie
wtopic.php2t=6902
<Cmdr_McLir> Howdy Joshua
<Cmdr_McLir> err, Lt.
* Cmdr_McLir has left #Science_Lab
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